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Industry committee calls on the International Trade committee to withhold its
consent to the ACTA agreement
 
The Industry Committee, in its opinion, expressed its concerns that the Anti-
Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) does not ensure a fair balance between
the rights to intellectual property and EU fundamental rights.
 
"I am very satisfied that the Industry committee has listened to the concerns
expressed by EU citizens, companies, entrepreneurs and the artistic community who
do not believe that ACTA is the good way forward", said Amelia Andersdotter
(Greens/EFA, SE), author of the opinion.
 
In the text adopted with 31 votes in favour and 25 against and 0 abstention, MEPs
highlighted the need to defend and safeguard a free and open internet as well as
protecting intellectual property rights.
 
They expressed their concerns that the text does not ensure a fair balance between
the rights to intellectual property and the freedom to conduct business as well as
between the right to protection of personal data and the freedom to receive or impart
information. The implementation of the agreement might work against the European
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, they added.
 
The Industry committee is also concerned that ACTA approaches intellectual property
without taking into account the particularities of each sector and that the lack of
definitions might create legal uncertainty for European companies, in particular SMEs,
technology users, online platform and internet service providers.
 
Furthermore, ACTA may contradict the ambition of the EP in the Digital Agenda "to
make Europe the scene for cutting edge innovation", as well as the strong ambition to
promote net neutrality and access to the online digital market for all users, underlines
the opinion.
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This is an informal message intended to help journalists covering the work of the
European Parliament.  It is neither an official press release nor a comprehensive record
of proceedings.
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